
New technology provides a more effective 
breast screening exam

The mammography image on the screen reveals an abnormality. It is a bright or white
area indicating a lump of some sort. It could be a harmless fatty node or a dangerous
cancer starting to grow. 

Until recently, radiologists would have little choice but to have the patient return for more
images or even a biopsy. The abnormality would likely be nothing to worry about, but just
getting the call to come back causes a high level of anxiety.

This is why ella health equips its centers with a new, three-dimensional mammography 
system developed by Hologic known as Digital Breast Tomosynthesis. This system captures
both 2-D and 3-D images that give radiologists a clearer picture with multiple views from
various angles. 

A clearer picture, less anxiety
From the patient’s perspective, the test is the same as a regular mammogram. Both sets 
of images are taken at the same time. The difference is that radiologists can get a better
perspective. Now, when Jonathan Stephenson, MD, and other ella health radiologists see 
an area that looks suspicious on a 2-D image, they can look more closely. In viewing the 

abnormality from different angles, they can get a better sense of its shape
and the tissue around the area, which helps determine if it’s something 
of concern.

“This is a big improvement for us in being able to see better what is 
happening with our patients,” Stephenson said. “The value is that we can
better determine if something is not cancer and identify what it could be.”

Often, in looking at the 3-D image, a radiologist can rule out cancer, which
means the patient doesn’t have to be called back. In fact, adding Tomosynthesis to a
screening mammogram reduced recall rates by 40 percent according to a recent study 
at Yale-New Haven Hospital, a finding that has been echoed in several other studies.

There is more to the 3-D technology than reducing unnecessary call backs, however. 
This breakthrough technology also enhances the detection of cancer. Several studies have
shown that it is particularly useful for detecting early stage, small invasive cancers before
they can be felt by the patient or the patient’s doctor.

Developing an effective system
Hologic spent a decade developing and testing Tomosynthesis to ensure that it could 
deliver on its potential. It was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration last 
year based on extensive research demonstrating its safety and effectiveness.

In a 2-D mammogram, the breast is compressed and pictures are taken. Breast cancer,
which is denser than most healthy tissue, appears as irregular white areas or an area of 
density. However, the compression of the breast can cause overlapping tissue, which may
also appear as an area of density. In contrast, during Tomosynthesis, the x-ray tube moves
around the breast taking multiple images. These images are compiled into a single 3-D 
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Radiologists identify 

abnormalities on a 2-D

image and then turn to 

the 3-D image to see the

structure of it. The 3-D

image is composed of 

multiple images taken

close together and 

compiled into one picture.
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picture that can reveal if an area of density is
something harmless like overlapping tissue.

Although Tomosynthesis can be beneficial
for all patients, the system is particularly 
effective for women who are having 

their first 
mammogram.
These women
are called back
more often than
others because
there are no 
previous images
that a radiologist
can use to 
evaluate an 
abnormality. 
The 3-D system
is also especially
effective for
women with
dense breast 
tissue or a lot 
of asymmetry.

“This is really making a big difference for our
patients,” said Eileen Ann Morgans RN, BSN,
CBCN, Director of Clinical Services. “Even
though the procedure seems the same, this
is a much more effective way of reading the
results and ensuring that we are catching
cancers early when they are treatable and 
reducing the number of people who have 
to be called back in unnecessarily.”

Friends helping friends
protect their health

When you get a 
mammogram, you are

doing something significant
for yourself and those you love.
It’s an important way to taking
care of yourself. But what

about those around you? What’s holding them back, and what are
the potential consequences?

Are your friends and loved ones putting off this crucial screening 
test because they’re scared? Because they think it will be unpleasant?
Because they don’t feel they have the time? Or because they are 
concerned that they might find out they actually do have breast 
cancer? It’s a hard subject to talk about, but it’s important. It’s 
difficult to consider that you might have cancer, but the reality is that
the sooner you know, the more likely it will be treated successfully. 

So if you have taken charge of your health and are doing what you
can to protect yourself, how about helping your friends do the same?
Urge them to make an appointment today.

Find                        on line
Although you may come to an ella health mammography center only

once a year, we are here for you all the time. We are blogging about

women’s health issues and posting on Twitter, Facebook and Pinterest

so that we can have an open dialogue with you all year long. We are

sharing news and updates that will keep you informed on the latest 

research and trends for healthy living, including food and exercise.

We want to hear from you. What information will be useful? What 

issues do you want to know more about? How can we help you reach

your goals to live healthier? Follow us. Add your comments. We look

forward to an ongoing and lively discussion all year round.
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/ellaHealth
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/ella-health/318334814880740
Pinterest: http://pinterest.com/ellahealth/

Hologic's Tomosynthesis system

can take either 2-D or 3-D images

during the same exam so the 

patient won't notice a difference.

The system was extensively tested

before winning approval from 

the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration.
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